We study the time-dependent contact area as a viscoelastic solid is squeezed against a randomly rough substrate. Using a recently developed contact mechanics theory we study how the contact area depends on time and on the magnification . Numerical results are presented for self-affine fractal surfaces, and applications to tack, rubber friction, and sealing are given.
I. INTRODUCTION
The contact between a viscoelastic solid and hard, randomly rough, substrates is a topic of great practical importance, e.g., for pressure sensitive adhesives, rubber friction, and rubber sealing. When a viscoelastic solid is squeezed with a constant force against a rough substrate, the area of real contact will increase monotonically with the contact time. Since rubberlike materials have a wide distribution of relaxation times, the area of real contact will usually increase over a very long time period ͑which, e.g., could be a year or more͒. Since the pull-off force depend on the area of real contact, contact theories for viscoelastic solids are important for estimating how the pull-off force ͑or tack͒ depend on the applied squeezing pressure and the squeezing time.
Rubberlike materials have elastic modulus E() that depend strongly on frequency . Thus, at very low frequencies they behave as very soft ''rubbery'' materials, with typical elastic modulus in the range 0.01-1 MPa. At high frequencies they instead behave as hard glassy materials with the elastic modulus of order 1 GPa or more. Thus, as a function of frequency the elastic modulus may increase by a factor of 1000 or more. The transition from the rubbery region to the glassy region is very wide, usually extending over more than three frequency decades. In a contact experiment, the inverse of the contact time is a characteristic frequency; thus for long contact time rubber behave as a ''soft'' solid and the contact area is ''large,'' while for short contact times it is relatively ''hard'' and the contact area ''small.' ' The viscoelastic modulus of rubberlike materials is strongly ͑exponentially or faster͒ dependent on the temperature. Thus, at high enough temperature most of the rubber relaxation times will be shorter than typical contact times, resulting in a ''large'' contact area, which is weakly depen-dent on the contact time. At very low temperatures rubber is in a glassy state, characterized by very long relaxation times. In this case the contact area is ''small,'' and very little relaxation occur on the time scale of a typical contact experiment; thus the contact area will increase very slowly with increasing contact time. For intermediate temperatures, where the characteristic frequency ϭ1/T ͑where T is the contact time͒ is somewhere in the transition region between the rubbery region and the glassy region of the viscoelastic modulus E(), the contact area will depend strongly on the contact time T.
In a linear viscoelastic material the stress, (x,t), is related to the strain ⑀(x,t) via ͑x,t ͒ϭ ͵ Ϫϱ t dtЈ E͑tϪtЈ͒ ‫⑀ץ‬ ‫ץ‬tЈ ͑ x,tЈ͒.
If we define the Fourier transform f͑ ͒ϭ 1
Most rheological experiments measure E() directly, rather than Ê (). E(t) can be obtained from relaxation test experiments, or calculated from the complex frequency-dependent elastic modulus E(). Suppose that a viscoelastic solid is brought in contact with a hard rough substrate at time tϭ0. That is, the applied ͑squeezing͒ force vanish for negative time ͑no contact͒, while it is nonzero for tϾ0. In the simplest approach, the contact area is calculated using the standard Greenwood-Williamson 1 contact mechanics theory, with the modification 2 that the time-dependent viscoelastic relaxation modulus E(t) is use instead of the constant elastic modulus as in the original theory. However, this approach overlooks the following important effect: Assume that the solids are squeezed together with a constant force at time tϭ0. For very short time the contact will be determined by the short time ͑or high-frequency͒ viscoelastic modulus, and the contact area will be ''small.'' Now, as time increases the elastic modulus E(t) decreases and the contact area increases as a result of the growth of the contact ''islands'' that was formed at time tϭ0, and as a result of the formation of new contact islands for tϾ0 ͑see Fig. 1͒ . But a volume element of the solid that is deformed at time tϭt 0 Ͼ0, will give rise to a stress that evolve with time as ϳE(tϪt 0 )(tϾt 0 ). Thus, the stress distribution at the interface at time tϾ0 will depend on E(tϪtЈ) for all times 0ϽtЈϽt, and not just on E(t), as assumed in Ref. 2 . This fact has already been pointed out in Ref. 3 .
In this paper we present a study of the time dependence of the contact area when a viscoelastic solid is squeezed against a hard, randomly rough, substrate. We present numerical results based on the viscoelastic modulus measured for soft tacky rubber and tire rubber, in contact with hard substrates that have self-affine fractal surface roughness. As illustrations, we discuss the implications for tack, rubber friction, and sealing. We emphasize that the present theory is only valid within the assumption of linear viscoelasticity. Thus, for example, if a polymer in the glassy state is squeezed against a hard rough substrate, local plastic flow ͑nonlinear process͒ will occur in the asperity contact regions, and the time dependence of the contact area cannot be predicted by the model presented in this paper. Similarly, for polymer systems that undergo large-amplitude ͑liquidlike͒ flow when exposed to external forces for a long time period, will not be accurately described by the present theory. This may be the case for uncross-linked ͑or weakly cross-linked͒ polymer systems with low glass transition temperatures, or cross-linked polymer systems with mobile ͑liquidlike͒ additives.
II. CONTACT MECHANICS FOR ELASTIC SOLIDS-A BRIEF REVIEW
The discussion in this paper will be based on two contact theories, namely the Greenwood-Williamson ͑GW͒ theory, 1, 4 and a very recently developed theory. [5] [6] [7] We will use the GW theory in its simplest form where all the surface asperities are approximated by spherical bumps of equal radius.
The theory developed in Ref. 6 is based on the assumption of roughness on many different length scales. The basic idea behind this contact theory is that it is very important not to a priori exclude any roughness length scale from the analysis. Thus, if A() is the ͑apparent͒ area of contact when the interface is studied at a spatial resolution corresponding to the wavelength , then we study the function P() ϭA()/A(L), which is the relative fraction of the surface area where contact occurs on the length scale ϭL/. Here A(L)ϭA 0 denotes the macroscopic contact area ͓L is the diameter of the macroscopic contact area so that A(L) ϷL 2 ]. The function P() can be obtained from the interfacial stress distribution P(,) at the magnification , via 6
For a purely elastic solid, P(,) satisfy the diffusionlike equation: 6
where qϭq L ͑with q L ϭ2/L) and where E*ϭE/ (1Ϫ 2 ). The surface roughness power spectra C(q) is defined by
C͑q ͒ϭ 1
where h(x) is the height of the rough surface measured from a flat reference plane chosen so that ͗h͘ϭ0. The physical meaning of Eq. ͑2͒ is as follows: When the system is studied at the lowest magnification ϭ1, no surface roughness can be observed and the block makes ͑appar-ent͒ contact with the substrate everywhere in the nominal contact area. In this case, if we neglect friction at the interface, the stress at the interface will everywhere equal the applied stress 0 , see Fig. 2͑a͒ , so that P(,1)ϭ␦( Ϫ 0 ). When we increase the magnification, we observe surface roughness with wavelength down to ϭL/. In this case one may observe some noncontact regions, as shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . Since the stress must go continuously to zero at the edges of the boundary between the contact and noncontact regions, it follows that the stress distribution P(,) will have a tail extending the whole way down to the zero stress, as indicated in Fig. 2͑b͒ ͑right͒. There will also be a tail toward larger stresses Ͼ 0 because the average stress must be equal to 0 . Thus, with increasing magnification, the stress distribution will broaden ͑without limit͒, as indicated in Fig. 2 ͑right͒. This is similar to the broadening by diffusion of a system of particles initially localized to one point x 0 in space.
Using ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ gives
where
Note that for small load 0 , Gӷ1, and in this case ͑3͒ reduces to P()Ϸ P 1 (), where
Since Gϳ1/ 0 2 it follows that the area of real contact is proportional to the load for a small load. Using ͑3͒ and ͑4a͒ we can write, in a general case,
In this paper we neglect the influence of the attractive adhesional interaction between the solids at the interface. Here we will briefly describe under which conditions this is a good approximation. Assume that an elastic solid with a flat surface is squeezed against a nominally flat substrate. Let 0 be the nominal pressure in the nominal contact area. Let us first neglect the adhesional interaction. In this case the contact area between the solids will typically depend on the magnification as shown by the solid line in Fig. 3 . When we increase the magnification, the contact area A() will continuously decrease while the local pressures in the ͑apparent͒ contact areas increases. Let us study the system at the magnification ϭL/, corresponding to the spatial resolution . We now take into account the adhesional interaction. In a first approximation the adhesional interaction will give rise to an additional pressure so that the contact area at the magnification depends on 0 ϩ a (), where the adhesion pressure, 8
In a typical case, because of surface roughness, the effective interfacial surface energy ␥ eff Ͻ␥ is smaller than the ͑bar͒ interfacial surface energy ␥ϭ␥ 1 ϩ␥ 2 Ϫ␥ 12 observed when two perfectly flat surfaces are brought together. However, as the magnification increases ͑i.e., the resolution approaches an atomic distance͒, ␥ eff will approach ␥. If we use ␥ instead of ␥ eff in ͑5͒, we get an overestimation of the importance of the adhesional interaction. As an illustration of the usefulness of the concept of adhesion pressure, in the FIG. 2. A rigid block squeezed against an elastic, randomly rough, substrate. The system is studied at different magnifications. At the lowest magnification ϭ1, no surface roughness can be observed and the block makes apparent contact with the substrate everywhere, resulting in a stress distribution in the form of a Dirac delta function centered at the applied stress 0 .
When the system is studied at increasing magnification Ͼ1, surface roughness can be observed, resulting in a broadened stress distribution ͑see the text for details͒. Appendix we present a short derivation of the standard JKR result for the adhesion of an elastic ball to a rigid flat substrate.
In a typical application, e.g., a tire on a road or during the contact phase in a tack experiment, the external squeezing pressure is of order 0 Ϸ1 MPa. Assuming that ␥ has its origin in the van der Waals interaction ͑as is almost always the case in practical applications͒ we have ␥Ϸ1 meV/Å 2 . The equation,
gives Ϸ100 Å if E*ϭ1 MPa, and ϭ1 Å if E* ϭ0.01 MPa. Note that at a given squeezing pressure, the length-scale where adhesion becomes important, decreases with decreasing elastic modulus, and, as indicated above, for very soft elastic solids, e.g. tack, the adhesional interaction can in a typical case ͑where 0 ϳ1 MPa) be neglected during the contact formation process. But even for tire rubber the adhesional interaction will become important only when we study the contact area with a spatial resolution of least ϭ100 Å. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a tire tread rubber squeezed against a road surface. Since rubber friction on rough surfaces is mainly due to viscoelastic deformations of the rubber on length scales larger than 1 m ͑see Refs. 6, 28͒, it is clear that the adhesional interaction will have a small influence on the friction coefficient in this case. However, if we study a property such as the pull-off force that only depend on the area of real contact, then the adhesioninduced enhancement of the contact area may be important in some cases. Note also that even if the area of real contact is determined mainly by the squeezing force, as will be the case in most applications to tack, the adhesional interaction in the area of real contact will be the sole origin of the pull-off force. However, the exact origin of the pull-off force is a much more complicated problem than the contact formation process, in general, involving cavity formation, stringing, and other nonlinear processes, and cannot be successfully studied without a detailed knowledge of the linear and nonlinear mechanical properties of the rubber itself. [9] [10] [11] Note that the adhesional interaction becomes more important when the nominal contact pressure 0 decreases. Thus, adhesion is important when Ͻ a , where a ϭ␥E*/ 0 2 increases with decreasing 0 . This effect may be important for formula 1 tires ͑which are very wide͒, for which, in contrast to normal personal car tires, it is believed that adhesion is important because of the special design of the tread tire rubber ͑which contains sticky substances͒.
III. GREENWOOD-WILLIAMSON "GW… CONTACT THEORY FOR VISCOELASTIC SOLIDS
In the simplest description of a rough surface, the surface asperities are all considered as spherical cups with equal radius R but random heights. Random surfaces have Gaussian height distribution. However, for a Gaussian height distribution the GW model does not give a contact area A that is linearly dependent on the squeezing force F N , as observed in more realistic treatments as long as the contact area is small compared to the nominal surface area. However, if the height distribution is assumed to be exponential, P(h) ϭB exp(Ϫh/), then A will depend linearly on F N , and we will therefore focus on this limiting case in the present section.
We will need the following results obtained for a hard spherical asperity squeezed against the flat surface of a viscoelastic solid. The contact area will be circular with a radius r(t) and area aϭr 2 , related to the penetration ␦(t) ͑the indentation depth into the elastic solid͒ via the standard Hertz formulas, 12
The normal ͑squeezing͒ force f N is related to the radius r(t) via
where E*ϭE/(1Ϫ 2 ). These results are only valid as long as the loading history is such that the contact area increases with time, and we will only focus on this case in what follows. Assume that the elastic solid is located at zϭd(t) above the rough substrate; see Fig. 4 . If there are N 0 spherical asperities, then the number of asperities in contact with the elastic wall will be
Since ␦(t)ϭhϪd(t), using ͑7͒ we get the area of real contact,
Using ͑8͒, the total normal force F N is given by
Let us assume that the squeezing is turned on at time tϭ0 so that F N ϭ0 for tϽ0 and F N ϭF 0 ϭconstϾ0 for tϾ0. In this case we get from ͑11͒ for tϾ0, FIG. 4 . Contact between a rough hard substrate and an elastic solid. All asperities with height h greater than d(t) makes contact.
which is the relative velocity between the surfaces. Thus, ͑12͒ can be written as
͑13͒

Substituting
P͑h ͒ϭBe Ϫh/ in ͑9͒, ͑10͒, and ͑12͒ and performing the h integrals gives
is an integral equation for d(t), which can be solved as follows. Let us assume that
and Ë *͑t͒ϭϪĖ *͑t͒/*.
͑19͒
The time derivative of ͑16͒ gives
Taking the time derivative of this equation and using ͑18͒ and ͑19͒ gives, after some simplifications,
where ϭ(E ϱ /E 0 )*. From ͑20͒ we get the boundary condition
where C is a constant. Next, using that vϭϪḋ (t), we get
Now, in the limit t→0 the contact mechanics is determined by the high-frequency elastic modulus E ϱ so that it is easy to calculate
͑26͒
But from ͑23͒, v͑ 0 ͒ϭ / CϪ1 , and combining this with ͑26͒ gives
Using ͑24͒, ͑27͒, and ͑15͒ gives
where A 1 is the contact area for large time t→ϱ. Note that the short-time contact area
IV. PHENOMENOLOGICAL VISCOELASTIC CONTACT THEORY
Consider an elastic solid with a flat smooth surface squeezed against a randomly rough substrate. Contact mechanics theories 6, 13 show that as long as the area of real contact, A, is small compared to the nominal contact area A 0 , the area of real contact is proportional to the normal ͑squeezing͒ force F N . Thus, the theory developed in Ref. 6, and briefly described in Sec. II, gives
where Q() depends on the surface roughness power spectra C(q):
can also be written as
where 0 ϭF N /A 0 is the nominal normal ͑squeezing͒ stress, and P()ϭA()/A 0 the relative contact area at the magnification . If the stress 0 (t) depend on time, the area of contact A(,t) will also depend on time and is given by ͑31͒.
The results above was derived for a purely elastic solid. We now generalize the theory to a viscoelastic solid, characterized by the viscoelastic modulus E*(t). We tentatively replace ͑31͒ with
Let us define the Fourier transform,
and the inverse transform
If we assume that 0 (t) vanishes for tϭϮϱ we get from ͑32͒,
where we have defined
Using ͑33͒, we get
Now, assume that
In this case,
Now, let us assume that 0 (t)ϭ 0 for 0ϽtϽT and zero otherwise. In this case,
Substituting ͑35͒ and ͑36͒ in ͑34͒ gives
gives P(,t)ϭ0 for tϽ0, while for 0ϽtϽT,
͑38͒
which agree with ͑28͒. This equation is only valid for such low load that P(,t)Ӷ1. However, we may tentatively obtain an expression for all loads as follows: First, comparing ͑38͒ with ͑4͒ gives
We then use this expression in the formula ͑4b͒ to get
More generally, if
denote the relative contact area to linear order in 0 , then in analogy with ͑4b͒, we propose to use
͑40͒
for all values of 0 . For the applied stress given by Eq. ͑36͒, we have
This result does, of course, not depend on T as long as t ϽT ͑causality͒. Thus, we are free to choose for T any value larger than the time t under consideration. It turns out to be convenient in the numerical evaluation of P 1 (,t) to choose Tϭat where aϾ1 but of order 1, e.g., 1.5. Equations ͑40͒ and ͑41͒ have been used in all the following numerical calculations.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS
In this section we will present three different applications of the viscoelastic contact theory developed above, namely to ͑a͒ tack of pressure-sensitive adhesives ͑PSA͒, ͑b͒ rubber friction, and ͑c͒ sealing. We will not present any detailed comparison of the theory with experiments, but rather just indicate three different applications where viscoelastic contact mechanics should be very important. In the future we plan to present a detailed comparison of the theory with experiments.
We will apply the theory for two different substrates, namely a polished ''steel'' surface that is assumed to be selfaffine fractal, 14 with the fractal dimension D f ϭ2.2 ͑corresponding to the Hurst exponent Hϭ0.8), which is typical for surfaces prepared, e.g., by sandblasting or ͑for brittle mate-rials͒ by cleaving. The surface roughness power spectra C(q) is shown in Fig. 5 . Note that C(q)ϭconst for qϽq 0 ϭ6ϫ10 4 m Ϫ1 , and the self-affine fractal for qϾq 0 . The ''steel'' surface has the surface root-mean-square ͑rms͒ roughness 1 m. In the context of tack we also consider surfaces with other rms roughness amplitudes, namely, h 0 ϭ0.25, 4, 5, 10, 20, and 100 m, but with all the other parameters the same as above; we will refer to these surfaces as ''steel'' surfaces.
The second surface is an asphalt road track for which we have measured the height profile h(x) using an optical method. From the measured data we have calculated C(q) using a recently developed computer code. 15 The resulting power spectra is also shown in Fig. 5 . In this case C(q) is nearly perfectly self-affine fractal for qϾq 0 ϭ1694 m Ϫ1 , the fractal dimension being D f Ϸ2.3 and the root-mean-square roughness h rms ϭ0.26 mm.
For later convenience we define the cut-off or roll-off wavelength 0 ϭ2/q 0 . It is often convenient to refer the magnification ϭ1 to the length scale 0 , rather than to the linear size L of the rubber block. Thus, if we study the system at the resolution , then ϭ 0 /. In this case it is clear that if we study the system with a resolution Ͼ 0 ͑but, of course, ϽL), then Ͻ1. In particular, when the resolution equals the size L of the block ͑or the nominal contact area͒, then ϭ 0 /L, which is the smallest possible . Some surfaces, e.g., surfaces prepared by fracture, are self-affine frac-tal the whole way up to the lateral size L of the surface. In these case there is no roll-off wave vector in the C(q) spectra, and the only reasonable definition of the magnification refers to the length scale L so that ϭL/Ͼ1. In the following the magnification ϭ1 will always refer to the roll-off wavelength 0 .
The viscoelastic modulus of the PSA rubber, rim rubber, and tread rubber used in our numerical calculations are shown in Fig. 6 .
A. Tack
Pressure sensitive adhesives are used in many important applications, e.g., for Scotch tape, post-it pads, and selfadhesive labels and envelopes. The adhesive consist of a very thin layer ͑usually of order ϳ20-100 m͒ of a very soft ͑weakly cross-linked͒ rubber compound. The low-frequency elastic modulus is typically only 0.01 MPa, which is ϳ100 times lower than the rubber used for tires; see Fig. 6 . As a result of the low elastic modulus, nearly complete contact will occur in the apparent contact area, even for relative low squeezing pressures and large surface roughness. This is in contrast to tire rubber that under similar conditions would give a contact area of only a few % of the nominal contact area ͑see below͒. The theory presented above and the numerical results presented below are for a semi-infinite viscoelastic solid and not for a thin confined viscoelastic slab as in most applications to tack. Nevertheless, if the amplitude and the wavelength of the surface roughness are small compared to the thickness of the viscoelastic slab, then the present model should give approximately correct results also for pressure-sensitive adhesives.
We have performed calculations for two different standard rubber tack compounds representative of acrylic PSA used in applications, namely poly͑2ethylhexyl acrylate͒ ͑PEHA͒ and PEHA with 2% acrylic acid ͑PEHA-AA͒. The results are summarized later in Figs. 7, 10, 11, 12, and 13. Figure 7 shows results for PEHA-AA at Tϭ20°C, in contact with ''steel'' surfaces with the rms roughness amplitudes h 0 ϭ0.25, 1, and 4 m. Figure 7͑a͒ shows the logarithm of the relative contact area for at the magnification ϭ10 5 corresponding to the wavelength Ϸ1 nm, as a function of the logarithm of the contact time, for the contact pressure 0 ϭ0.01 MPa. Figure 7͑b͒ shows the logarithm of the relative contact area ͑after 1 s of contact͒, again at the magnification ϭ10 5 , as a function of the logarithm of the contact pressure.
It is interesting to compare the results in Fig. 7 with the experimental data reported on in Ref. 16 and shown in Fig.  8 . The figure shows the dependence of the maximum pull-off force F on the contact time and contact pressure for smooth and rough PSA on the same smooth steel surface. The tack film is a standard polymer compound similar to PEHA. If one assumes, as a first approximation, that the pull-off force is proportional to the area of real contact, then if the smooth and rough PSA films in the measurements would correspond to the surfaces in Fig. 7 , with the rms roughness 0.25 and 4 m, the agreement between the theory and the experiment is remarkably good ͑in Ref. 16 no numerical values of the rms roughness was presented for any of the studied surfaces͒. Nevertheless, one cannot expect that the pull-off force is strictly linearly related to the area of real contact. For example, at high pressure, complete contact occurs, but even in this case F will depend on the contact time because of relaxation of the stress distribution at the interface ͑see below͒. Furthermore, many PSA are able to form chemical bonds with the surface over rather long times ͑around 24 h͒. This situation is clearly excluded from our model.
It is clear from Fig. 7 and the experimental data reported on in Fig. 8 that in most cases ͑at room temperature͒ one would expect complete contact at the interface for pressures above 0.1 MPa, unless the surfaces are very rough or the contact time very short. However, even in situations where complete contact occur at the interface one may expect a dependence of the pull-off force on the contact time for the following reason: If the surfaces are squeezed together with a high pressure for a short time ͑leading to complete contact at the interface͒, a wide distribution of stresses may be expected at the interface. With increasing contact time ͑under a fixed squeezing pressure͒ the stress distribution will relax. When the applied contact pressure is removed, tensile stresses will develop in the rubber in the valleys of the rough substrate surface. If the contact time is long enough, these tensile stresses may be small and no local detachment will occur. However, if the contact time is short enough, very large tensile stresses will develop when the external squeezing stress is removed, which may lead to local detachment at the bottom of some valleys; see Fig. 9 . These detached regions will then act as nucleation seeds for the cavities that usually are observed during the pull-off process. 17, 18 ͑In the discussion above we have implicitly assumed that the contact is perfect during the compression stage. However, it is possible that in some cases air pockets could be trapped in the valleys. These too could act as seeds for cavities during pull-off. 19 ͒ Let us study the stress relaxation at the interface when the solids are squeezed into complete contact at tϭ0. For a purely elastic solid the stress distribution P(,) at the magnification is ͑approximately͒ given by
where P 1 ϭ P 1 () is given by ͑4a͒. Following the earlier treatment, we will assume that this formula is approximately valid also for a viscoelastic solid if we replace P 1 () with P 1 (,t) given by ͑41͒. Thus, the stress distribution is approximately Gaussian with the root-mean-square width,
Note that P 1 ϳ 0 so that 1 is independent of the squeezing pressure 0 , which must be the case when complete contact occurs at the interface. In Fig. 10 we show 1 ͑the root mean square of the fluctuating stress at the interface͒ for PEHA-AA, at the magnification ϭ10 5 corresponding to the wavelength Ϸ1 nm, as a function of the logarithm of the contact time. The results are for steel surfaces with the rms roughness amplitudes h 0 ϭ1, 5, and 10 m, and for the temperature Tϭ20°C. The calculations have been performed for the squeezing pressure 0 ϭ1 MPa, which is high enough to give complete contact at the interface for the roughness amplitudes and contact times displayed in Fig. 10 . When the applied stress is reduced to zero, the probability ⌽͑͒ to find a stress smaller than can be obtained from ͑42͒ with 0 ϭ0:
Since there are roughly NϭA 0 / 2 valleys on the substrate surface area A 0 , the number of valleys with tensile stresses higher than Ϫ ͑note Ͻ0) will be N⌽(). For example, if ͉͉/ 1 ϭ5 and A 0 ϭ1 cm 2 and ϭ1 nm, we get ⌽Ϸ10 Ϫ7 and N⌽Ϸ10 7 . Assume that the local tensile stress act in a small region of order ϫ at the interface. Let us calculate the change in the free energy when this region undergoes detachment; see Fig. 9 . Using standard crack theory we get
where E 0 ϭE() for ϭ0, is the low-frequency elastic modulus. This quantity is negative, i.e., the detached state has a lower free energy than the attached state, if
The barrier separating the attached state from the detached state has the height ⌬Uϭ5⌬␥ 2 /9. ͑43͒
If ϭ1 nm, ⌬␥Ϸ3 -5 meV/Å 2 and Eϭ10 4 Pa, we get * ϭ0.6 MPa. If the local tensile stress takes at least this value, the detached state will have smaller energy than the attached state. However, only if the energy barrier that separates the complete contact state from the ͑locally͒ detached state is smaller than, say, ϳ1 eV, will the system be able to jump ͑by a thermal fluctuation͒ over the barrier on typical macroscopic times, say 1 min. Using ͑43͒ we calculate the barrier height ⌬UϷ0.2 eV when Ϸ1 nm, while ⌬Uϳ1 eV when is of the order of a few nanometers. Thus, nanometer-sized detached regions ͑which may act as a nucleus for the cavities formed during pull-off͒ can form spontaneously if the tensile stress at the interface ͑in the absence of a squeezing pressure͒ becomes of order 0.6 MPa, which will be the case if the surface roughness is large enough and the contact time short enough. For example, if the rms roughness amplitude equal h 0 ϭ10 m, then for the PEHA-AA adhesive with the contact time 1 s we get ͑see Fig. 10͒ 1 Ϸ0.12 MPa. Thus, with ͉͉ϭ0.6 MPa we get ͉͉/ 1 ϭ5 and ⌽Ϸ10 Ϫ7 . If the contact area is 1 cm 2 , as in the example above, we get N⌽Ϸ10 7 sites at the interface where ͑nanometer-sized͒ detached regions can be formed already without any applied pull-off stress.
It is important to note that when complete contact occur at the interface, the nucleation of a detached region can only occur by a thermal fluctuation. Thus, the local tensile stress necessary for detachment ͑in the absence of thermal fluctua-tions͒ is of order ⌬␥/aϷ100 MPa ͑where a is an atomic distance͒, which is much higher than the tensile stress during pull-off, which usually is below 1 MPa. Thus, the complete contact state can only be broken by ͑local͒ thermal fluctuations.
As shown above, for pressures of order ϳ0.1 MPa or higher, and contact times of order 1 s or more, complete contact will occur at the interface unless the surface roughness amplitude of the substrate is very high. Most experiments performed on tack are for substrate surface roughness below a few m, but many surfaces of practical importance have much larger roughness amplitudes. Here we present some numerical results for very rough surfaces and for high squeezing pressures. Figure 11 shows the logarithm of the relative contact area for PEHA ͑dashed line͒ and for PEHA-AA ͑solid line͒, as a function of the logarithm of the contact time. The results are for a ''steel'' substrate surface with the rms roughness h 0 ϭ20 m, at the highest magnification ϭ10 5 , corresponding to the wavelength Ϸ1 nm. The temperature T ϭ20°C, and the squeezing pressure 0 ϭ0.4 MPa. In this case complete contact is reached after about 0.1 s of contact for PEHA and 1 s of contact for PEHA-AA. Figure 12 shows the relative contact area as a function of the logarithm of the magnification. Results are again shown for PEHA ͑dashed lines͒ and PEHA-AA ͑solid lines͒ for T ϭ20°C, and for two different ''steel'' substrates with the rms roughness amplitudes, h 0 ϭ20 and 100 m. In a practical application the tack film may be of order 100 m thick, in which case the present result obtained for a semi-infinite viscoelastic solid may be of only qualitative validity. Figure 13 shows the relative contact area for PEHA-AA as a function of the logarithm of the magnification for the temperatures TϭϪ20°C, 0°C, and 20°C. As expected, the contact area decreases with decreasing temperature; at very low temperature ͑not shown͒ the polymer film is in a hard glassy state and the contact area is very small.
B. Rubber friction
Many sliding systems exhibit a stiction spike, i.e., a start-up friction force that is higher than the steady-state friction force, as illustrated in Fig. 14. The height ⌬F of the stiction spike depends on many parameters, e.g., the time period the solids have been in contact with before sliding, the sliding or pull-velocity, and the temperature. 20 Very many different physical processes can give rise to a stiction spike. For example, for two polymers in contact, chain interdiffusion may lead to a stiction spike. Another mechanism that has been observed for very many materials, e.g., metals, paper, stone, glass and glassy polymers, is a slow increase in the contact area between the solids as a result of thermally induced plastic flow ͑creep͒, which always will occur when the local stress in the contact areas is close to the plastic yield stress of the solids. Experiment 21 and theory 20, 22 have shown that the area of real contact increases with the contact time t according to
where is a characteristic time. If one assume that the shear stress S necessary to break the contact junctions depends linearly on the perpendicular pressure, Sϭ␣ϩ␤ P, it follows that the stiction spike ⌬F increases roughly logarithmically with the contact time, as is indeed observed in most cases. The contact area between a rubber block and a hard, rough, substrate also increases roughly logarithmically with the contact time ͑as long as the contact area is small compared to the nominal contact area͒. This is illustrated in Figs. 15 for tire tread rubber in contact with an asphalt road. ͑Figure 16 shows for the same system the dependence of the contact area on the magnification.͒ However, for rubber the physical origin of this enhancement of the contact area is very different from that for most other solids since rubber does usually not yield plastically, but rather deforms purely elastically. For rubber, the time dependence of the contact area is due to thermally activated flips of polymer segments. That is, the segments of the polymer chains can take many different positions or orientations, which correspond to different local minima of the total potential V of the polymer system. At a given temperature the polymer segments perform thermally activated jumps between these local minima. When an external force act on a rubber block, it will deform the potential energy surface in such a way that the local potential minima become deeper for such chain configurations that correspond to an elongation of the rubber block in the direction of the external force. The polymer segments will spend more time in the deeper minima, which correspond to a macroscopic deformation of the rubber along the direction of the external force. A glassy ͑disordered͒ material such as rubber has a very wide distribution of barrier heights, separating the local minima. Since a very long waiting time is necessary in order for a thermal fluctuation to be able to flip a polymer segment over a high potential energy barrier, the wide distribution of barrier heights gives rise to the wide distribution of relaxation times observed for most rubberlike materials, and to the asymptotically very slow ͑approximately logarithmic͒ increase in the contact area with the contact time.
Does rubber friction exhibit stiction spikes due to the ͑slow͒ increase in the contact area? At first one may think that the increase in the contact area with the time of stationary contact observed for rubber will give rise to stiction peaks, just as is observed for metals and other materials that yield plastically in the contact areas ͑see above͒. However, the situation for rubber is more complex because the origin of the increase in the contact area is different for rubber than for most other solids.
In an earlier publication one of us has developed a theory of rubber friction for nonstationary sliding on a hard ͑randomly rough͒ substrate, 23, 24 but neglecting the flash temperature ͑see below͒. For this case no stiction spike was observed when the sliding velocity was abruptly increases from a value v 1 to a higher value v 2 , as long as both v 1 and v 2 are below the velocity v c for which the steady-state kinetic friction coefficient k (v) is maximal. In this theory rubber fric- 15 . The relative contact area as a function of the logarithm of the contact time for a tread tire rubber at the temperature Tϭ60°C, and for the nominal pressures 0 ϭ0.4 MPa. Results are shown for three different magnifications: ϭ10, 100, and 1000. The surface power spectra correspond to an asphalt track with 0.26 mm root-mean-square roughness, and the roll-off wave vector q 0 ϭ1694 m Ϫ1 , so that the magnification ϭ1 corresponds to the wavelength 0 ϭ2/q 0 Ϸ0.4 cm. Note that the contact area increases with about 50% when the contact time increases from 1 s to 1 h. tion is attributed to the bulk viscoelasticity of the rubber, and k →0 as v→0 as a consequence of the fact that Im E() →0 as →0. 25 Thus, we can imagine a limiting case where both the force acting on the rubber block, and the sliding velocity, are arbitrary small before it is abruptly increased to a value v 2 ͓below the maximum of the k (v) curve͔. 26 For this case the rubber friction theory 23 would predict no stiction spike. The physical reason for this is that the area of contact gradually decreases during the ͑tangential͒ load phase, and when full sliding occurs the contact area is already reduced to the value it has during steady sliding at the given sliding velocity. Since this situation is very similar to the situation described above, involving a rubber block in stationary contact with the substrate for some given waiting time before sliding, it is plausible to assume that no stiction spike may occur in a stop-start experiment at very low pulling velocity. This result is confirmed by the experiments reported on in Ref. 27 and below. Thus, in Fig. 17 we show the sliding dynamics when a rubber block ͑in the form of a cyl-inder with the diameter 29 mm͒ with the vertical load F N ϭ132 N is pulled on ͑a͒ a safety walk pavement, and ͑b͒ a steel surface. The spring force ͑i.e., the force in the pulling wire͒ is shown as a function of time, starting from the equilibrium state prepared by having the surfaces in stationary contact for 10 and 1800 s; we refer to these time periods as the waiting time. In ͑c͒ we show the rubber block velocity as a function of time ͑for the case of 1800 s waiting time͒.
Note that for the safety walk paper ͑a͒ the spring force is nearly independent of the waiting time. For the smooth steel surface no stiction spike is observed, but the kinetic friction coefficient for tϾ10 s is about 8% higher after 1800 s contact time, as compared to the case of 10 s contact time. We attribute this to the following effect: before sliding the surface of the rubber block was abraded with sandpaper to remove the top rubber surface layer, which may have different properties from the underlying rubber, but which is of no interest in tire application as it is removed after a short run-in time period. As a result the rubber surface may be rougher than the polished steel surface. When the rubber is in stationary contact with the steel surface, the rubber-steel asperity contact areas will increase with time because of the viscoelastic flow of the rubber ͑see above͒. If the steel surface is much smoother than the rubber surface, then during sliding the rubber will mainly make contact with the steel in the same rubber surface regions as during the stationary time period. Thus, even during sliding the rubber-steel contact area will be largest for the case with the longest waiting time period. This will increase the rubber friction, in particular, if there is a contribution from the adhesive rubber-steel interaction ͑which depends on the area of real contact͒. The increased friction during the first 5 mm of sliding distance in ͑b͒ ͑1800 s contact time͒ cannot be a flash temperature effect, since then it should also be observed for the 10 s waiting time case. Finally, we note that the present data shows that there is no contribution to the stiction spike from pinning effects at the rubber-substrate interface arising from thermally activated rearrangement of the rubber polymer chains in the substrate potential during the time of stationary contact. This is an important and nontrivial result. 28
C. Seals
Surface roughness is an important factor that influences the rate of leakage through seals. Vacuum seals are a special case where the limit on the leakage rate is particularly rigorous. The exact mechanism of the roughness-induced leakage is not well understood. 29 In this section we present a new way of looking at this problem.
Viscoelastic materials such as rubber are often used for sealing. Here we consider the tire-rim sealing. The rim is made from steel. We assume that the steel surface is a selfaffine fractal for qϾq 0 , with the fractal exponent Dϭ2.2 ͑i.e., Hϭ0.8). The surface root-mean-square roughness is assumed to be 1 m, as is typical for polished steel surfaces. The long distance roll-off wave vector is assumed to be q 0 ϭ6ϫ10 4 m Ϫ1 , corresponding to the wavelength 0 ϭ2/q 0 Ϸ100 m. The power spectra for the surface is shown in Fig. 5 .
FIG . 17 . A rubber block ͑in the form of a cylinder with the diameter 29 mm͒ with the vertical load F N ϭ132 N is pulled on ͑a͒ a safety walk pavement, and ͑b͒ a steel surface. The spring force ͑i.e., the force in the pulling wire͒ is shown as a function of time, starting from the equilibrium state prepared by having the surfaces in stationary contact for 10 and 1800 s; we refer to these time periods as the waiting time. In ͑c͒ we show the rubber block velocity as a function of time ͑for the 1800 s waiting time͒. The experiments were performed at room temperature using a standard tire tread rubber. Figure 18 shows the relative contact area after one second of contact for tread tire rubber ͑a͒, and for rim tire rubber ͑b͒, and the root-mean-square roughness ͑c͒, as a function of the magnification. Here we have defined
The results are for the nominal pressures 0 ϭ0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 MPa, at the temperature Tϭ60°C. Figure 19 shows the relative contact area ͑at the highest magnification ϭ10 5 ) as a function of the logarithm of the contact time t, for the nominal pressures 0 ϭ0.1 MPa.
We now study the rubber-steel interface at an increasing magnification. At the lowest magnification Ͻ1 complete contact occurs at the interface; see Fig. 20 ͑left͒. When we increase the magnification, we observe noncontact areas or islands. The magnification is now increased until the noncontact area percolates, i.e., until a channel of noncontact surface area, extending from the high-pressure internal region of the tire to the outside ͑atmospheric pressure region͒, is first observed. As the magnification is increased further, new noncontact region will be observed, but the separation between the surfaces in these new noncontact areas will be smaller than along the percolation channel. Since the gas flow Ṅ ͑number of molecules per unit time͒ through a rectangular pore of height h depends as Ṅ ϳh 3 ͑see below͒ we will assume that most gas will leak through the percolation channel.
Assuming that the contact regions at any magnification are approximately randomly distributed in the apparent contact region, we expect from percolation theory that the noncontact region will percolate when A/A 0 Ϸ1Ϫ p c , where p c is the site percolation number. 30 For a hexagonal lattice, which is the most plausible lattice structure in the present case, one has p c Ϸ0.7, while for a square lattice ͑as in Fig.  20͒ percolation occurs at p c Ϸ0.6. Thus, the exact value of the percolation threshold does not depend sensitively on the symmetry of the unit cell.
We assume that the main gas leakage comes from gas flow through the percolation channel. The most narrow pass in this channel can be considered as a rectangular pore of height h, and of width and length , where is determined by the magnification c at the point where A/A 0 Ϸ0.3. The height h of the pore is determined by the rms roughness at the magnification c . In the present case, if the tire gas pressure is in the range 0.2-0.3 MPa, from Fig. 18͑b͒ we get c Ϸ10 and from Fig. 18͑c͒, hϷ0.1 m. We divide the tire-rim contact area into m square areas BϫB, where B is the width of the tire-rim contact area ͑we FIG. 20. When the interface between the solids is studied at low magnification, there appears to be complete contact ͑black area͒ between the solids. When the magnification is increased it is observed that only partial contact occur. At high enough magnification the noncontact ͑white͒ surface area will percolate and one ͑or several͒ airflow channels will be visible at the interface. expect B to be of order a few cm͒. The number of squares is mϭ2R/B, where R is the radius of the tire at the rim. We expect mϷ100.
Let us study the gas flow through a rectangular pore of height h and width and length ͑in the flow direction͒ . We assume stationary and laminar flow, and that hӶ. In this case the basic equations of hydrodynamics become
where P is the gas pressure, v the flow velocity, the viscosity, and n the gas number density. We assume constant temperature, and that the pressure P is related to the number density n via the ideal gas law:
Using the equations above the number of molecules that flow through the pore per unit time is
where P 1 and P 0 are the pressure inside and outside the tire, respectively. Here we have implicitly assumed that the full pressure drop P 1 Ϫ P 0 occur over the pore. If N 1 (t) denote the number of gas phase molecules in the tire ͑which is proportional to the pressure P 1 in the tire͒, we get for the typical case P 1 ӷ P 0 :
Thus, the time it takes for the pressure in the tire to drop with Ϸ4% is
where V 1 ϭV 0 /m ͑where V 0 is the air volume in the tire͒ is the volume of air in an angular section of the tire of width B.
With BϷ3 cm we get V 1 Ϸ3ϫ10 Ϫ4 m 3 , and using the viscosity of air Ϸ17ϫ10 Ϫ6 Ns/m 2 gives ⌬tϷ1 year. This is an upper limit of the leakage time, since when the interfacial contact area is studied at higher magnification new pore channels through which the air can leak will be detected. The discussion above is only valid if the mean-free path for the gas phase molecules ͑at the pressure P 1 ) is shorter than the pore height h. If this is not the case the hydrodynamic description presented above is not valid, and one must take into account the nonspecular scattering of the gas phase molecules from the pore surfaces. It is interesting to note that the adhesional interaction between the rubber surface and the steel rim is likely to have negligible influence on the leakage rate. Adhesion will affect the ͑apparent͒ contact area only at very high magnification ͑see Sec. II͒, but most of the gas leakage occur via the much larger air flow channels, which can be observed at low magnification.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we have studied the time-dependent contact area as a viscoelastic solid is squeezed against a randomly rough substrate. Using a recently developed contact mechanics theory we presented results for the dependence of the contact area on time and on the magnification . All numerical results were obtained for self-affine fractal surfaces. Detailed applications to tack, rubber friction, and sealing have been presented, and compared with experimental data.
The theory we describe can only be applied when the contact area increases with time, which always will be the case if the system is exposed to a constant squeezing pressure for time tϾ0. The detailed behavior of the tack film during pull-off is a much more complicated topic in general involving bond breaking, cavity formation, stringing, and highly nonlinear elongation processes. This topic cannot be studied analytically with the same accuracy as the contact formation process discussed in this paper. Nevertheless, detailed information about the contact area as a function of magnification and contact time, and information about the stress distribution at the interface at the onset of pull-off, forms a necessary background for the discussion of the tackfilm dynamics during pull-off.
The contact mechanics theory presented above neglect the adhesional interaction between the solids. 31 We believe that this is a good approximation in most of the applications presented in this paper involving relative rough substrates. However, following the theory recently developed for elastic solids, 8 it should be possible to generalize the viscoelastic contact mechanics theory to include the adhesional interaction.
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APPENDIX: SIMPLE DERIVATION OF THE JKR EQUATIONS
Here we illustrate how the concepts of the adhesion pressure can be used to obtain the standard JKR 32 result for an elastic sphere ͑radius R͒ adhering to a flat rigid surface. In the absence of an applied load, the radius of the contact area, according to the JKR theory, is
͑A1͒
This equation can be derived using the adhesion pressure arguments as follows: When an elastic ball is squeezed against a flat without adhesion, the Hertz theory gives a circular contact area with the radius
where 0 ϭF/(r 2 ) is the nominal ͑or average͒ squeezing pressure. To obtain the contact radius for the case of adhesive contact without a squeezing force we must, according to the discussion in Sec. II, just replace the squeezing pressure 0 with the adhesion pressure a given by
where the lateral resolution now corresponds to the diameter 2r of the contact area ͑we need to go to this resolution before we can observe that there actually is contact between the two objects͒. Substituting ͑A3͒ in ͑A2͒ gives
which, except for a factor ( 2 /16) 1/3 Ϸ0.9, agree with ͑A1͒.
The pull-off force is given by the product between the adhesion stress and the contact area:
F pull-off Ϸ a r 2 ϭ 3 3 16 ␥R, ͑A5͒
which is the JKR result to within a factor 2 /8Ϸ1.2.
